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SOME RESULTS OF VELOCITY FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENTS IN THE 
INITIAL SECTION OF AN AXISWflETRIC JET* 

by 

--•  I.  Illzarova 

Known studies of  the mlcrostructure of the boundary layer  in the 

Initial  eectlon of .xlsjnnBetric submerged  turbulent jets  have been carried 

out,  as a rule,   In test stands with small nozzle diameters [1-7].    Since  the 

length of the  Initial section determined from mean velocities  Is known to 

extend over several jet diameters,   the measurement range  in these  studies 

had relatively small lateral and axial dimensions. 

The purpose of the present study „as to find  the distribution of  the 

axial,   radial and tangential components of the fluctuating velocity,  of the 

correlation coefficient of the axial and radial components of  the  fluctuating 

velocity at a given point,  of  th, sy^etric.l and asyn»etric correlation co- 

efficients,  and  of the integral   transverse  turbulence scale in the  initial 

section of turbulent jets of sufficiently large diameter   (D - 150.  440 and 

2200 or.).    Experiments were  carried out  on the  first   two   jet diameters,  „here 

the boundary   layer  can be  considered  plane  since  the  transverse  curvature  of 

the flo„ does  not exert any effect in  this case. 

All measurements  of mean  and   fluctuating velocities „ere  carried  out 

with hot-wire  anemometers;   constant-temperature  hot-wire  anemometers  built 

by  the   "Disa Elektronik"  firm „ere used   for  the bulk of   the measurements. 

The mean velocity  and  the  axial   component  of  the  fluctuating velocity „ere 

measured  with a  single-wire probe  having  a „ire diameter  of 8.  and  a  length 

°f   1.3  -.    Across-shaped   tvo-„lr=  probe   (length  of each „ire  2.5 m)     two 
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hot-wire anemometers and a correlator built by the same firm were used to 

measure both the axial and radial components of the fluctuating velocity as 

well as the correlation coefficients.    Fluctuations of the transverse velocity 

were measured with an BTAM-3A hot-wire anemometer and an angular hot-wire probe 

in the Initial section of the 2200-mm diameter Jet at a station  x- 1600 nm, 

where the boundary layer was approximately 350 mm thick.    (Note:     these meas- 

urements were carried out by the author  together with V. M. Filippov) .    At all 

other stations measurements were carried out with  the hot-wire anemometer of 

the "Dlsa Elektronik" firm. 

Control  tests showed that the flow in jets is rigorously axlsymBetric, 

and therefore measurements were carried out along one radius of the Jet in a 

velocity range of  12-42 m/sec. 

As studies  of velocity fluctuations  in the boundary  layer on the 

noEsle wall near  its exit section have shown,  this   layer was  turbulent In all 

cases.    Consequently,  the entire mixing zone  formed behind the noasle was 

turbulent,   i.e.,   there was no inlet  laminar    region. 

Measurement Results 

The distribution of  the mean velocity and  turbulence intensity 

cu "'"'  ^u    wlthln th«  Units of the boundary  layer and the core of  the 

4A0-imi diameter Jet  is shown in Fig.   1.    Here, u and u' are  the mean and 

fluctuating velocity, respectively. 

In Fig.   2,   similar   results  are shown  for   the quantity J ü'   /u    , 
T O 

where u    is  the exhaust velocity of the Jet. 

In Figs.  3 and 4  the results  shown in Figs.   1 and 2 are represented 

as a function of  the dlmenslonless ratio y/x, where y is measured  from the 



longitudinal axis which  la an extension of  the nozzle edge.    Result« of 

(i   r       i   r measurements with the cross-shaped two-wire probe 1 J  u'   /u    andJ  v'   /u ' o ' c 

are shown In Fig.  S.    A comparison of the data given In Figs. 4 and S shows a 

/ ~T slight discrepancy   (17% and  15.5%)  between  the maximum values ofJ   u'  /u F o 

measured with the one-wire and  two-wire probes.     It is  Interesting to note 

that,  according to data  In reference [6],   the maximum value of the quantity 

J u'   /u      Is equal  to  167.. 

Results of similar measurements on  the 2200-Din diameter Jet are shown 

In Fig.  6, which,  In addition to  the mean velocity profile,  also gives  the 

fluctuation Intensities of all  three velocity components  as a function of y/x. 

The same results are shown In Fig.   7 when the rms value of  the fluctuating 

velocities  is referred  to  the velocity u  . 
'    o 

The above data  (see Figs.   1 and 2)   show how turbulent perturbations 

arise  in the boundary  layer of a  Jet aid how fluctuations  penetrate  into  the 

constant-velocity core.    At the  same time,  a region can be  Identified  in  the 

core of  the Jet within which the  turbulence  intensity is  practically constant 

and  is  equal  to  the  initial  turbulence  intensity  at   the  nozzle exit.     This 

region  can be approximately represented  in  the   form of a  cone with a height 

of  the order of one  Jet diameter   (see dotted  line  in Fig.   2). 

The relations  given  in Figs.   3-7  illustrate  the well-known  fact  that 

fluctuating velocity  profiles  are  universal   in  the mixing  section of  two 

streams   [1-7].    It  should  be  noted   that  the  scatter  of experimental  points  In- 

creases     as  one approaches   the  outer   limit  of  the  boundary   layer;   in  this 

region,   it  is difficult  to measure  both the  mean and   fluctuating velocities 

In vxew  of   the  intermittent  nature  of  the  flow and   the  very  small  values  of 



the Man velocity. 

Maasurementi of the radlml component of the fluctuating velocity, per- 

formed  In the 440-00 diameter Jet, and of the radial and  tangential component« 

in the 2200 mm Jet have shown that the axial component of the  fluctuating ve- 

locity Is greater than the other two components, which are practically equal. 

(Figs,  5-7). 

The fact that the axial component Is greater than the radial component 

was also noted  In the studies of Llepmann and Laufer [5] and also in the work 

of Van der Hegge Zljnen [8].    However,   the third component was not measured In 

the above studies. 

In Fig.  7, showing experimental results  for a 2200-Bin diameter  Jet, a 

mean curve Is plotted, which corresponds to experimental points  for a 440-IBH 

and 2S.4 mm Jet [6]. 

The measurements performed heve shown  that the width of  the boundary 

layer, determined from points in which the velocity amounts to u/u    ~ 0.10 o 

and 0.90,  Is equal to & - 0.18x.    It le  Interesting to note that, according 

to Relchardt's experiments [9],  the width of the mixing zone,  determined  from 
2 

points  In which  (u/u )     - 0.10 end 0,90,   Is & - 0.098x, whereas  this width is 

b ■ O.llx according to  the data given In Fig.  6. 

The mean velocity at y/x ■ 0 Is  equal  to u/u   • 0.63.    Results of 

measurements of  the correlation coefficient, R    ,  of the axial and radial uv 

velocity components,  performed In a 440-aB diameter Jet,  are shown In Figs.  8 

end 9. 

The factor R      decreases monotonlcally from the  Inner edge of  the uv ^ o 

boundary  layer   (y/x < 0, R     w 0.3)  towards the outer edge  (y/x > 0,  R      w 0.1), 



These measurement! were performed at stations x ■ 440 and SSO tun, where the 

thickness of  the boundary layer was 6-99 and  110 BD,  respectively.    The re- 

lation for Reynolds'   shear  stresses    u'v'/u      - R   -J Z'  /u    •-/ v'   /u      Is 
' o UV' 0 o 

shown In Flg.  10 and  the distribution of the ratio T/T        Is shown In Fig.   11. 

The above values of  the normal and  tangential Reynolds'  stresses can 

be used  together with  the mean velocity profile  for calculating the distribu- 

tion of the mixing length across the boundary  lavar of the Jet with  the aid 

of  the relations 

/ -,2      .      ^u       / -,2      .       du        -r-r     ,   2 / *u \ 2 

Results of Che calculation by means of  these  formulas of  the  three 

dlmensionless  lengths I /x,  t  /x and t /x as  a  function of y/x are given In 0 u v o / o 

Fig.   12.    An examination of  these data shows  that only  the mixing length, I   , 

remains practically constant across  ehe boundary  layer  of the  Jet.    The values 

of I    and I    decrease monotonically towards  the outer  edge of the  Jet. 
o v 

Apparently,   the accuracy of calculation can be noticeably increased by 

taking  this fact  Into consideration when using, Prandtl's  formula  for  shear 

stresses.    An analogous conclusion Has been made previously In [s],  namely 

that mixing  length across   the   Jet  Is  no  longer  constant. 

As was noted before,   the distributions  of  the radial and  tangential 

components of  the fluctuating velocity  in a 2200-inn diameter  Jet practically 

coincide  (see Figs.  6 and 7).    This  fact has made  It  possible  to calculate 

for  a 440-inn diameter   Jet  the  value of   the  square  of   the mean  turbulence   In- 

tensity,  which   Is  proportional  to  the kinetic  energy  of   turbulence 
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u' 
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1/2 2 2  i 
3   ^a'    +7'    + ff'    j.    Fig.  10 »how« the dUtrlbutlon of the ratio 

2 2      2  J 
q    - u'     /u      «nd tl»o of  Che quantity a » üV/u' mo B 

Tha flow In the boundary layer of the Jet la axlayonetrlc.    Therefore 
—_■       ; 

It le  Intereating to examine to what extent the ratio iTv^u'       la no longer 
m 

conatant; according to Townaand,   thla mat occur In aymatrlc flowi.    Aa can 

be aeen In Fig.  10,  thla ratio la practically conatant only In the Inner 

region of the boundary layer when y/x - 0 to -0.C7. 
m 

In order to calculate the tranaverae integral acale L  - f R dH the 
uu      <J    uu 

dlatrlbutlon of the aynmetrlc correlation coefficient of the fluctuetlona of 

the axial velocity component 

R      .        "'   (V-TpH'   <v - Tl> 
uu 

V^2 (y + TDVU'2 (y Tl) 

waa meaaured acroa* the Jet at aeveral Jtatlona along Jata of 440 nn and 

ISO on diameter. 

Thla acale was found  to be approximately conatant  In the central 

region of the boundary layer  (Fig.   13)  and equal  to L      - 0.03x  (Fla.  14). uu »    ■        / 

The aymnetrlc and alto the asymmetric correlation coefficients 

R     .  u'   (v)u'   (v + 11) 
uu 

V u'2  (y) V u'2  (y + Tl) 

obtained when the mobile heat probe waa moved away from the atatlonary probe, 

were meaaured at statlona cloae  to ':he nozzle In the boundary layer of a 

150-nin diameter  Jet;  theae meaaurementa disclosed rather  large negative 
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correUtlons.    As an example, Fig.   15 ahowi the result! of meaauramente of 

the correlation coefficient Ruu when the dlatance between the probes  la  In- 

creased symnetrlcally.    The region of negative values of R      becomes smaller 

with Increasing distance  from the noszle and only positive values of R      are 
uu 

observed at a distance of approximately x » 60 mn.    This phenomenon Is  ap- 

parently due to the presence of a certain periodic process occurring In  the 

flow In the Imnedlate vicinity of  the noarle edge. 

E. M. Mlnelcll [10] has made the aasumptlon and has proven experi- 

mentally that  there  la  a connection between the  turbulence  scale and  the 

mixing length  In an open channel  flow.    A comparison of the values,  obtained 

In the above study,  of  the mixing  length IJx ~ 0.03 and of  the  Integral 

transverse  turbulence scale iWx- 0.03 also Indicates  that there Is a 

definite connection between these characteristic geometric dimensions  In 

the mixing  layer of the  Jet. 
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